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Abstract: Medical data are the real world data and certainly complex and huge in number. Their analysis requires many complex operations. Such medical data are of image, signal or dataset. Works on classification of medical data are numerous whereas clustering medical data is on the rising side. In this paper, we make a survey on the procedures and its variants for making analysis on the medical image data using clustering. The images are preprocessed, features are extracted, then extracted features are selected using existing optimization algorithms and at last the features are clustered for analysis. To make clustering Neural Networks are discussed. The cluster is then validated for its accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Medical images are data with high dimensionality. In the recent years medical data are a variety of type. They are in image form, dataset form, signal form, wavelet form. With regard with datasets, they are prior aligned and require preprocessing in terms of their attributes. In case of signal form, their distortions must be removed. There may be many fluctuations and redundant noises in these signals. But at certain times, these noises must be checked before their removal because they may be of use. The images require lot of preprocessing for further analysis.

Preprocessing is the process of processing an image so as to remove the noise and outliers. There are a lot of preprocessing techniques for images. The result of preprocessing would be an image with less or no noise. Such image would yield perfect result when used for analysis. Once the image is preprocessed, they are used for feature extraction. Again there are many feature extraction techniques. Features are the dimensions or attributes of the images. Generally feature extraction requires domain knowledge. But at times, the general dimensionality reduction techniques may be of use. Once the features are extracted, they must be kept for optimal selection. Many search strategies are available that are to be discussed further through which necessary features are selected. Recently, biologically inspired optimization techniques are used for searching the feature search space. With the help of selected features, the process of clustering is performed. There are many algorithms and techniques available for supervised learning with feature selection. But algorithms for unsupervised learning with feature selection are in the developing side. This is so because of the absence of class label. Henceforth we use optimization at its best to get best accurate results. The resulting clusters are then validated further for its accuracy. The rest of the paper focuses on clustering with feature selection and neural networks. Section 2 discusses the Feature selection methods and their Related works. Section 3 discusses the Searching Strategies and a 3D framework. Section 4 discusses the abstracts of Unsupervised learning. Section 5 discusses Clustering, Neural Networks and their implementations in medical data. In the last, Section 5 concludes the concept of medical data analysis.

II. FEATURE SELECTION:

Feature selection also known as Attribute subset selection, Variable selection, Feature subset selection is the process of selecting subset or essential features from the existing set of features. This process is done because the extracted features will be redundant and when this is used as a whole
will reduce the accuracy of the process. The process of feature selection has certain stages. [1]

Fig 1: Process of Feature Selection[1]

The input features are given as such after eliminating certain discrepancies. The missing fields, repeated values, null values are certain kinds of discrepancies. Then the features are set for subset generation. Subset are generated through searching. There are three search strategies:

- Complete search
- Random search
- Sequential search

These search strategies are combined with the filter and wrapper models (to be discussed further) to create greater combinations. Once after searching, subsets are generated. Once the subsets are generated, the Attribute Evaluators are used to evaluate the subsets. Some of the evaluators are CfsSubsetEval [3], ChiSquaredAttributeEval [3], GainRatioAttributeEval [3], InfoGainAttributeEval [3]. These evaluators evaluate the quality of the subset generated. A Stopping criterion is used to stop the process subset generation.

Axiom-1: If there are N features, then there would be $2^N$ subsets of features.

The feature selection methods are categorized as – Filter and Wrapper methods.

A. FILTER METHODS:

The filter methods of feature selection is independent of any criteria or algorithm. These methods mainly use distance measures, consistency measures, information measures to select relevant features [1]. John et al [5] presented a definition for relevant features. $F_i \in F$ be a feature, $S_i \in S$ be a subset. Let $s_i$ and $f_i$ be the value assignment.

Definition 1 [5]: $F_i$ is said to be a irrelevant feature to the target if and only if there exists some $s_i, f_i$ and target for the probability $P(S_i=s_i, F_i=f_i)>0$. This indicates that when even if after a feature is removed from a set the probability of relevancy is greater, then the feature is irrelevant. Otherwise $F_i$ is relevant.

B. WRAPPER METHODS:

The wrapper method of feature selection uses a predefined induction algorithm along with a search method. The subset evaluation is wrapped by a mining algorithm. Based on the mining algorithm accuracy, subsets are evaluated. These algorithms focus on Predictive accuracy and claim its best accuracy; however its computational cost will be more than filter method. These models highly support the use of randomized search for cancer research. But their drawback is their higher risk of over fitting of the model.

C. HYBRID METHODS:

Hybrid methods are the combination of both Filter and Wrapper methods. The predictive accuracy of wrapper methods and the low computational cost of filter methods are combined together to yield best results. Many research works have been performed
Fig 2: Various methods for medical data analysis in procedural format
III. SEARCH STRATEGIES:

Searching is of prime importance in feature selection. Searching can be either deterministic or stochastic. Deterministic search strategies are those strategies that do not support randomicity. They follow a predefined scheme. Some are Sequential search, Sequential forward search. The next category is the stochastic search. This uses the concept of randomness. All the evolutionary algorithms are in this category. They do not have a predefined strategy. This method is apt for high dimensional data. The Genetic algorithms, Optimization methods like PSO, Ant colony Optimization all fall under the stochastic search method. In [1], a three dimensional framework have been devised for all these strategies.

![Fig 3: A Three Dimensional Framework For Integrating Feature Selection, Searching and Data Mining Task][1]

This three dimensional framework provides space for deriving new algorithms in the near future. Recently it is found that for the unsupervised learning under random search; algorithms are of interest and in need.

The following three tables shows the performance comparisons of various feature selection methods.
IV. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING:
Unsupervised learning is so called because there would be no definite class information. The target information would be absent. Analysis in these cases would require special methods. Such situations are quite common in large database because assigning class labels for each data instance is difficult. Unsupervised learning is an example of learning by observation rather than learning by examples. Thus it has a greater impact in pattern recognition. Clustering is an example of unsupervised learning.

V. CLUSTERING:
Clustering is the process of grouping the data together into relevant groups without the prior knowledge of group definitions. The main objective of clustering is to transform the set of data into meaningful data so that data in the same group gives same sense. The main principle is to minimize the intracluster distance and maximize the intercluster distance [26]. Clustering is common in every aspect of life. It is also called data segmentation because of its ability to distinguish things. It also helps in outlier detection. Clustering has many applications like in pattern recognition, machine learning, business market analysis, detection of fraud in banks and forensic services. The main advantage of clustering is that it is adaptable to changes.

NEURAL NETWORKS:
Neural networks are an implication of the real life neurons. The working patterns of the neural networks are similar to that of biological neurons. They get inspired when they are fired with the sense of stimuli. The input is encoded through the input neuron. Then the network is trained further for iterations. Many training algorithms are used like Genetic Algorithms based, Distance based, Hebbian learning[21], Back propogation learning [25], Perceptron learning[24], RBF, Linear Adaptive learning to train the network. The working of network is as follows:

Neurons are the basic processing unit of a neural network.

1. The inputs are passed on through the input neuron $x_{ij}$.
2. The inputs are summed as in (2) and passed on to the hidden layer. The summation is performed using a linear combiner.
   \[ u = \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} w_{ij} + b \]  
3. Upon this an activation function is applied to limit the amplitude of the output neuron.
   \[ y = \phi(u + b) \]  

A neural network can be scaled to multiple layers. The accuracy of the networks is linearly dependent on the number of layers. The network can be trained either using supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement learning. The class definition decides the learning method.

NEURAL NETWORK AND ITS GENERATIONS:
With the advancements in sciences, neural network has also advanced greatly, from the basic model to the third generation Spiking neuron model.
First generation[21]: This uses the binary theory-occurrence and absence of spikes. This model is called the threshold gate and it is used in many multilayer perceptron networks, Boltzmann machine.

Second generation[21]: This model is called as sigmoidal gate. This model determines the firing rate of the spike(signal). The output is the number representing the firing rate. These are used in learning in the neural networks.

Third generation[21]: This is the so called Spiking neuron model. This generation uses the timing of spike firing. The output is the reference point that determines the time difference between spikes.

![Training Algorithm Image]

B. NEURAL NETWORKS AND MEDICAL DATA CLUSTER ANALYSIS:

Neural networks and Kohonen map [22] are greatly applicable in medical data analysis. As the volume of data increases, data mining tasks play multispecialty roles. Applications of neural networks in this domain include tissue classification, micro calcification detection, image analysis, disease prediction, biochemical analysis and even in drug development. Artificial neural networks help doctors to great extent as they can easily process complex data. Neural networks can even works on the rules to make classification for disease prediction. Through this rule system it is easy to make prediction for a person’s disease. In [23], Evolving topology based SNN is used make out classification of breast cancer data. Genetic Algorithm is used to train the network. Generally evolutionary algorithms are best in optimizing the training process. In [24], Dielectrically heterogeneous breast cancer data are sort out and performance is compared against the existing LDA Classifier. Neural Network is the current trend for clustering and classification. In [25], heart disease is predicted using a single layer back propagation neural network. The network is trained using back propagation algorithm. In [27], image based clustering is done using Spiking Neural Networks. Brain images are used and the network is trained using Spike Prop Algorithm. It is feed-forward network. The brain images are taken their pixels are clustered as 8X8 matrix. The image is segmented using SNN. In [28], Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset is classified using a neural network. The network uses the Metaplasticity property of the neurons. The network is trained using the Artificial Metaplasticity Multilayer Perceptron algorithm.

C. PROS AND CONS:

Using neural networks greatly depends on the application domain. The dimensionality of the data decides the method. Neural networks are not self explanatory and they are less descriptive. They are purely analytical and moderately speedy. These networks are highly adaptable and scalable, thus they are fault tolerant. They can process even highly complex data. ANN are highly parallel and robust. They improve the performance through learning till the end. They are highly accurate. They show excellent performance in noisy environment. The aspects of clustering medical data, they are at most suitable.

VI. CONCLUSION:

Clustering medical data is purely unsupervised. It has no proper class definitions. For this clustering to be accurate, the features that are being used for must be salient and precise. Either of the filter or wrapper methods must be used to make out the property of feature saliency [1] and cluster compactness [20]. In this paper Neural Networks is being considered for clustering. The network must be trained to get the resultant clusters. Many training algorithms are depending on the type of data. The kind and size of network also depends on the type of the data. The resultant clusters are validated using DB Index [29][30] or R Square. The accuracy is studied from their graph. The future work for this survey can be extended to analyzing the individual feature selection algorithm with the generation of neural networks. Since feature selection for clustering are less in random search process, they are highly in the class for survey.
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